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The palm tree represents an important cultural component of Oman and a fertile ground that enriches 

many of the social, cultural and economic aspects of the Omani society. 

The palm tree has associated with many social, cultural and civilizational customs, traditions and rituals. 

As one of the craftspeople involved in the handicraft of palm fronds products in the Sultanate of Oman, a 

craft that provides me with my daily income, I have contributed to the provision of information related to 

the file of the nomination of customs and rituals associated with the palm tree. I submitted this 

information to the relevant authorities in the Sultanate, which document this important element, and 

supported those in charge of preparing the file to inscribe the same on the UNESCO Representative List of 

the Intangible Heritage of Humanity as a joint file with some Arab countries where palm cultivation is 

widespread. I am also ready to contribute to the preparation of the file and provide all the data required 

for its preparation. 

Artisan: 

Mu hammed bin Sal em Bani Arrabah 
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The palm tree (Nakh/ah in Arabic} is one the elements spread in most governorates in the 

Sultanate. lt receives profound care and attention by all categories of the society given the 

civilizational, cultural and economic meanings it represents to them. 

As one of the practitioners of the customs related ro the palm tree as a farmer, I believe that these 

customs are an important intangible heritage element worthy inscription on the Representative 

List of Intangible Heritage of Humanity given the various cultural and humanitarian values it has. 

Therefore, I support the nomination of the customs and rituals related to the palm tree fo r 

inscription ofthe UNESCO Representative List of Intangible Heritage ofHumanity.lt is my pleasure 

to indicate hereby my readiness to support this nomination and I hope that this file succeeds in 

inscribing this element on the said List. 

Name: Mu ham mad bin Ubaid bin Nasser AI-Sudiri 

Profession: Not working 

Age: 56 

GSM: 96444640 

Signature: (Signature Form) Date: 11/3/2018 
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The palm tree (Nakhlah in Arabic) is an important symbol of cultural identity in the Sultanate and 

a fertile ground that enriches various social, cultural and economic aspects of the society. 

As the palm tree has related to many social, cultural and civilizational customs, traditions and 

rituals, we are pleased, as cultivators of the palm tree to call on those in charge of preparing the 

files of intangible heritage, to see to the inscription of the palm tree and its related traditions and 

rituals on the Representative List of Intangible Heritage of Humanity, as a joint file with some Arab 

countries where palm cultivation is widespread. We are ready to contribute to the preparation of 

the file and provide all the data required in this regard. 

Name: Muhammad bin Saif bin Hum aid AI-Noufli 

Profession: Retired/ Businessperson 

Age: 48 

GSM: 99253725 

Signature: (Signature Form) Dare: 12/3/2018 
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The palm tree (Nakhlah in Arabic) is one the elements spread in most governorates in the 

Sultanate. lt receives profound care and attention by all categories of the society given the 

civilizational, cultural and economic meanings it represents to them. 

As one of the practitioners of the customs related to the palm tree as a farmer, I believe that these 

customs are an important intangible heritage element worthy inscription on the Representative 

List of Intangible Heritage of Humanity given the various cultural and humanitarian values it has. 

Therefore, I support the nomination of the customs and rituals related to the palm tree for 

inscription of the UNESCO Representative List of Intangible Heritage of Humanity. lt is my pleasure 

to indicate hereby my readiness to support this nomination and I hope that this file succeeds in 

inscribing this element on the said List. 

Name: Mu ham mad bin Badr bin Salim AI-Abri 

Profession: Farmer 

Age: 50 

GSM: 95042797 

Signature: (Signature Form) Date: 12/3/201 B 





The palm tree (Nakhlah in Arabic) is an important symbol of cultural identity in the Sultanate and 

a fertile ground that enriches various social, cultural and economic aspects of the society. 

As the palm tree has related to many social, cultural and civilizational customs, traditions and 

rituals, we are pleased, as cultivators of the palm tree to call on those in charge of preparing the 

files of intangible heritage, to see to the inscription of the palm tree and its related traditions and 

rituals on the Representative list of Intangible Heritage of Humanity, as a joint file with some Arab 

countries where palm cultivation is widespread. We are ready to contribute to the preparation of 

the file and provide all the data required in this regard. 

Name: Jamil bin Saif bin Salim AI-Noumani 

Profession: Retired 

Age: 73 

GSM: 96463206 

Signature: (Signature Form) Date: 1 0/3/2018 




